Abstract-Energy harvesting relaying is predicted to play a pivotal role in large-scale energy constrained networks. This letter evaluates the secrecy performance of a system that employs a three-step two-way decode-and-forward relay with the energy harvesting capability. More specifically, we derive a closed-form expression for the eavesdropping probability when the main and wiretap links experience independent κ − μ shadowed fading. We evaluate the impact of the fading parameters, and the power splitting factor at the relay, on the secrecy performance. Our results indicate that for a small relay reception interval, secrecy can be enhanced by allocating more power for information decoding. Numerical results are provided to validate the derived results.
I. INTRODUCTION
C OOPERATIVE systems that employ relays can extend the radio coverage significantly compared to noncooperative systems. The application of the simultaneous wireless information and power transfer (SWIPT) strategy to relaying can maximize the lifetime of energy constrained relays [1] . Ding et al. [1] considered a system with multiple energy-harvesting (EH) decode-and-forward (DF) relays. They proposed three relay selection methods and demonstrated that when the DF relays are clustered close to the source, the same diversity gain as that with conventional self-powered relays can be achieved. Son and Kong [2] compared the secrecy performance of DF and amplify-and-forward (AF) relays equipped with a power-splitting architecture for EH. They showed that the DF relaying outperforms AF relaying by achieving a smaller secrecy outage probability for different values of the power-splitting factor. The two-way relaying (TWR), which describes the information exchange between two nodes sharing a common relay, can alleviate the spectral efficiency constraints of one-way relaying with half-duplex (HD) nodes. The TWR can be performed either in 2 steps, i.e., the relay receives signals from both source nodes in step one and transmits to both nodes in step two; or in 3 steps, i.e., the relay receives signals from both source nodes in two orthogonal channel uses and transmits to both nodes in the third channel use [3] . The increased spectral efficiency of the 2-step scheme comes at the price of multipleaccess interference suffered by the relay when both source nodes use the same transmission frequency. On the other hand, the 3-step scheme trades-off the spectral efficiency against lesser interference and allows for a simpler relay design [3] . Secure communications in two-way DF relaying networks has been studied extensively [4] , [5] . In [4] an optimal relay selection scheme was proposed to increase the secrecy capacity of a two-way DF relaying network. El Shafie et al. [5] proposed a secure transmission scheme in the presence of an untrusted DF relay. They provided a secure key exchange method and showed that the secrecy performance can be enhanced by increasing the buffer size of the secret key queue. Recently Van et al. [3] investigated 3-step two-way DF (TT-DF) relaying with EH capability at the relay. They derived an analytical expression for the throughput and showed that the TT-DF relaying achieves a higher throughput than that of the two-way multiplicative relaying scheme. The κ − μ shadowed fading distribution accurately models the fading in practical scenarios such as device-to-device communications under human shadowing [6] and land mobile satellite communications [7] . The κ −μ shadowed distribution is a clustered multipath model that also includes shadow fading [8] . The κ parameter is a ratio between the sum powers of the dominant cluster paths and the diffuse cluster paths, μ is the number of clusters. The distribution parameter m represents shadowing variance with an increasing m corresponding to a smaller shadowing variance. This distribution includes other conventional models such as Nakagami-m and Shadowed Rician as its special cases [8] . This work aims to investigate the secrecy performance of a TT-DF EH relaying system, Our novel contributions are listed as follows:
• A closed-form expression for the intercept probability of a TT-DF EH relaying system is derived.
• The impact of κ − μ shadowed fading parameters on the secrecy performance of the system is evaluated. To the authors' best knowledge, this is the first work to evaluate the secrecy performance of TT-DF EH relaying for κ − μ shadowed fading links. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II the system model is given, followed by Sec. III that contains derivation of the intercept probability. In Sec. IV numerical results are provided. Finally, Sec. V concludes this work. See http://www.ieee.org/publications_standards/publications/rights/index.html for more information. j ∈ {A, B, E, R} and i = j denote the κ − μ shadowed channel gains between the respective nodes in a quasi-static fading model. Furthermore, channel reciprocity is assumed such that h i j = h j i . We consider R to be pre-selected based on its ability to successfully decode the corresponding messages of A and B [9] . Moreover, A, B, E, and R are assumed to have the channel state information (CSI) for their respective links. The eavesdropper itself is assumed to be a legitimate receiver in the network for some signals and acts as an eavesdropper for others as in a multicast and unicast scenario so that its CSI is available in the system [10] . Each quasistatic fading block of time duration T units is sub-divided into three intervals as shown in Fig. 1 . During the first two intervals T 1 = T 2 = T α, 0 ≤ α < 0.5, the relay operates in reception mode while for the remaining time T 3 = T (1 − 2α), it broadcasts its received information. During the reception mode, the radio-frequency (RF) signal received at R is powersplit into two streams: one stream with power ratio 0 ≤ ρ ≤ 1, is used for EH while the other stream with fractional power (1 − ρ) is used for information decoding (ID). Consider the relayed transmission between the links A→R→B. During T 1 , A transmits the message s A with power P A and the signal received at R is given by
II. SYSTEM MODEL
where d AR is the separation distance between A and R, η is the pathloss exponent, and n AR is the zero-mean additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) with variance N 0 due to the receiver electronics at R. Without loss of generality we assume P A = P B = P throughout this work. The EH relay uses a fixed power-splitting factor ρ to split the received RF power into two parts:
while the fractional power √ ρ
for EH. The fixed-value ρ at R affords a simple and inexpensive hardware architecture [3] . The amount of harvested energy during T 1 and
where d R B is the separation distance between R and B, and 0 < ζ < 1 denotes the energy harvesting efficiency of R.
The signals received at R, from A and B, are decoded and then re-encoded using an appropriate network coding scheme [11] . In the third time slot T 3 , R usesP the power harvested during T 1 and T 2 to broadcast the signal s =s
wheres A ands B are the decoded signals from A and B during the first two time slots. Since B already knows its own transmitted signal, it can detect the signal of A by using an appropriate self-interference cancellation scheme [3] . The signal received at B can be written as
. From (1) 
III. INTERCEPT PROBABILITY ANALYSIS
An intercept event occurs when the secrecy capacity becomes negative (C sec < 0), i.e., the channel capacity of the main link becomes less than that of the wiretap link and the eavesdropper can successfully decode the source message [12] . A smaller probability of the intercept event, i.e., intercept probability is desirable for secure transmission against eavesdropping. Now, for the relayed transmission A→R→B,
, where γ 1 = min{γ AR , γ R B } and γ e1 = γ AE + γ R E . The eavesdropper's SNR follows from the eavesdropper combining its observations over two hops to create a virtual single-input multiple-output channel for decoding A's message [13] . Similarly, the achievable secrecy capacity for the relayed transmission B→R→A can be written as C sec,2 = log 2 1+γ 2 1+γ e2
, where γ 2 = min{γ B R , γ R A } and γ e2 = γ B E + γ R E . The end-to-end intercept probability for the transmission A↔R↔B is 1
where
is the Pochhammer symbol [15, eq. (1.
1.3)] and (.) is the Gamma function.
Proof: The proof is given in Appendix. 1 The worst-case scenario and thus a lower bound on the secrecy performance is considered here by assuming that the eavesdropper can decode the message of one user and performs backward decoding to decode the other user's message [14] . Fig. 2 plots the intercept probability against increasing values ofγ m for several values of the κ − μ shadowed fading parameters. It can be observed from Fig. 2 that an increase in the parameter μ, which corresponds to an increase in number of multipath clusters in the model, rapidly decreases the intercept probability. Similarly, the intercept probability decreases with an increase in κ which corresponds to a larger sum power of the dominant cluster paths. More specifically, for κ = 10, μ = 2 andγ m = 14 dB, the figure shows that by increasing the parameter m from 5 to 20, which corresponds to lesser shadowing variance in the κ −μ shadowed model, the intercept probability is reduced from 0.1 to 0.003. This shows that the parameter m has a prominent role in determining the intercept probability of the considered TT-DF relaying system. Fig. 3 plots P int against
to depict the effect of the distance ratio on the intercept probability. It can be observed that an increase in
orγ e , increases the intercept probability. More importantly, we note that for any constant values of μ, the intercept probability curves come closer when
This shows that the impact of fading on intercept probability diminishes when either source is placed far away from relay or eavesdropper is placed very near to the source. In addition, for any particular values of
,γ m ,γ e and μ, we can see that the gap of the curves of intercept probability reduces when α decreases from 0.2 to 0.1. Similar observations made for node B are not illustrated here for brevity. Fig. 4 emphasizes on the impact of ρ on the intercept probability. It can be seen that a large ρ increases the message intercept probability; for instance at
= 0.9 and ρ = 0.01, the intercept probability increases from 0.4 to 0.7 when α is decreased from 0.2 to 0.1. In particular, for small values of ρ and
, the intercept probability decreases and the gap between the graphs of both α = 0.1 and α = 0.2 considerably increases. This indicates that the secrecy at smaller values of α can be ensured by allocating more power for ID at the relay.
V. CONCLUSION This work analyzed the secrecy performance of a TT-DF relay with energy harvesting capability. We derived a closed-form expression for the intercept probability under κ − μ shadowed fading and evaluated the impact of the fading distribution parameters and the relative node locations on the intercept probability. The impact of the power-splitting factor ρ, at the relay, on the intercept probability was also quantified and it was shown that more power is required for ID at the relay to improve the secrecy performance, especially for small relay reception intervals. Our results are useful for analyzing the intercept probability of energy harvesting TT-DF relays with κ − μ shadowed fading links.
APPENDIX PROOF OF (3)
The intercept probability can be written as
where P int ( A,R,B) is the intercept probability for the link A→R→B which is given by
By exploiting the independence of γ AR and γ R B , we get
Similarly, the intercept probability P int (B,R,A) for the link B→R→A can be written as
Now, the probability P γ AR (γ e1 ) can be derived as
The probability density function of the κ − μ shadowed distribution is expressed as [8, eq. (4) ]
where 1 F 1 (.) is the Kummer confluent hypergeometric function [16] andγ z represents the mean value. The cumulative distribution function of the sum of two κ−μ shadowed variates is written as [8, eq. (11)]
where 2 (.) is the bivariate confluent hypergeometric function [16] . Substituting (10), (11) into (9) we obtain
. Simplifying and using the identities [16, eqs. (3.326 ), (9.14), and (9.261)] in (12) and replacing the same in (8), we get
where λ = 3μ + i + j + l. Similarly, we can obtain 
To obtain the intercept probability for the link B→R→A, we have to first evaluate the terms P γ B R (γ e2 ) and P γ R A (γ e2 ) in (7).
By following the approach of (13) and (14), we get Substituting (13), (14) into (6) and (15), (16) into (7) and replacing (6) , (7) in (4) yields the intercept probability in (3).
